
Definition of Covenant
The best term I have come up with to describe guiding principles for an

athletic team is "core covenant'. A covenant is a strong word — it is more than

a promise. A promise is a statementmade with every intention of seeing it

through sometime in the future. A covenant goes faz beyond a promise or

having a "slogan" or "theme" for the season. The word covenant has two parts

to its meaning: 1) a binding agreement 2) where action is physically visible.

Part one talks about an agreement made in advance that holds you together in

good times and in bad — something you can rely on or fall back on to ground

you and hold you to preset standards. The descriprive words used to define the

covenants create a vision that teams can hold onto — to ground them — to keep

them together —that your team can voluntarily commit to. The second part of

the definition is what gives the word "covenant' real power. Your actions are

visible. This takes the agreement beyond words to an actual vision of

performance. It says, "This is what we believe, so therefore, this is what you

will see."
Covenants ue made out of love and respect. They are a bond, a pact, a pledge,

an oath that can be seen in your behaviors.
Covenants need to be more than lip service. Going through this process is a

worthless exercise unless your leaders are completely committed to them,

constantly communicate and reinforce them and aze the best example of the

actions involved.
As a team and as a coach; what will you compromise and what will you never

compromise? Core Covenants are a vision of the actions that you will never

compromise.

Covenants Answer the Questions
What does your team stand for?
What does your coaching teazn stand for?
What does it mean to be. an athlete in your prog~am?

How cleaz is the vision to you as the leader?

How clear is your vision to your team?

Covenants Are Intentional
There are some common traits that can be seen on the best teams:

Successful teams have leaders who lead.
Successful teams have an intentionally established culture.

Successful teams have preset standazds.
Successful teams have established some sort of collective agreement of who

they aze --- in other words, Core Covenants.

Covenants Begin with a Vision and a Purpose
Leadership needs to have a vision; a vision of exacTly what they want the

culture of their team to be in both words and actions. Then they have a much

better chance to deternune the direcrion of the team.-Teams of significance

begin with the end product in mind —they see the big picture. They create

great memories, lifetime Friendships and a legacy of excellence.

Covenants Provide a Foundation and Identity

The first step to creating your team culture is to establish what most

organizations call guiding principles and what we will call a covenant. What

is your identity? Covenants are the glue that will hold you together, they are

your compass to take you through all the ups and downs, a foundation to _ _ _ _ _

support you, cornerstones to build upon — an overriding philosophy. They are

the measuring stick for you to assess your season and impact on your players;

they aze what you are lmown for. If your team came up in a conversation

inside or outside of school, what would others be saying? What descriptive

terms would they use?



Covenants Create Challenges
Holding teaipmates accountable - covenants aze only real on a team when
players demonstrate them in how they act themselves and insist that others
behave. Values like this are a foundation that can be counted on. Their values
show up in several ways on teams — on some teams they are only spoken but
on great teams they aze spoken and practiced.

Former Colorado governor Dick Lamm believes that there are four stages of
changing the culture of any organization:

1. No tallc and no acfion —for teams, this is when things need to change but no
one is willing to face the problems. They pretend everything is OK br hope
that change will happen on iY s own. Good teams do not happen by accident.

2. Talk and no action —for teams this is worse than the fast stage because it
usually means that our words do not mean anything and leadership cannot
be busted to follow through. It is better for a team to nothave covenants
than it is to have them only be words without action.

3. Talk and action —for teams this means that changes aze being addressed,
actions can be seen, violations have consequences.

4. No talk, just action —for teams, this means that everyone understands the
covenants and little or no talk is required —this is WHO we aze HERE
and you can see it.

Starting the Process of Creating a Culture on Your Team
So the first question becomes, what aze your core covenants?

• What would you like to stand for?
• What do you want your team culture to be?
• What would you like to be able to guarantee about your team?
• What aze your "for sores"? If you come watch our team, I can

guazantee this is what you will see....
• What aze your shoed values?

The strength of the team is determined by commitment of the team members
to the core covenants. In order to get players to commit to the covenants, you
must lmow what they are and be able to create a cleaz vision for every
member of the team.

Covenants Need to Be Visible
Establiskring your covenants leads to a bigger question —what do they look
like? Can you see them in action? Remember a covenant is a binding
ageement where you can witness the difference. So you must take the time to
agree on what they look like in every situation your team will be faced with.
What do theylook like when you win?
When you hit a home run in the bottom of the 9~' to win?
What do they look like when you lose?
When you strike out with the bases loaded and lose the game?
When you get a tough call?
What do they look like when you practice?
When you aze asked to play a role different than what you had hoped?
What do they look like in the off-season?
When you are in the hallways? In class? In the locker room?
When you are away from the team?

Think about every potential situation where your team needs to exemplify.
your covenants and provide an exact description of how they can be seen in
action - that is presetting your standuds. No surprises —THIS IS WHO WE
ARE HERE.



Covenants Need to Set You Apart
Not only do your covenants need to visible, thev need to set you apart. If you

want to achieve greatness, you cannot be like everyone else. Too many teazns

say that they want to stand for work. habits, but if you go watch them practice,

it looks like almost every other team at their level. It is easy to be average — it

is easy to attain mediocrity. Covenants cannot be average, they require

something special That sets you apart from other teams.

I love it when I am on a campus and a team says to me — "could you come

watch us practice and tell us what you think we stand for?" They are

confident that they have not only established their standards, but that they aze

living them and I will be able to identify exacfly what they stand for without

them saying a word.



Mustang _Core Covenants
"If you want to achieve greatness, you cannot be like everyone
else. Too many teams say they want to stand for work habits,
but if you go watch them practice, it looks like almost every
other team at their level. It is easy to be average — it is easy to
attain mediocrity. Covenants cannot be average, they require
something special that sets you apart from other teams."

—Bruce E. Brown
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